Research Participation

BOSTON, MA
JANUARY, 2016
Introduction
Boston, MA

Boston Common
Initial Correspondence

- Fast
- Informative
- Friendly
- Ease of access
Boston, MA

Boston Common
Planning and Scheduling

- Flexible
- Understanding
- Easy
Boston, MA

Soldiers and Sailors Monument
Visit and Staying Connected

- Excellent assistance and support
- Easy to coordinate changes
- Informative and friendly
Boston, MA

Massachusetts State House + State Library
Procedures and Protocol

- Informative
- Supportive
- Professional
- Friendly
Boston, MA

Park Street Church (John Hancock buried behind)
Things to Consider

- Time from work / commitments
- Willingness for physical testing (Several types)
- Travel companions / ease of travel
- Costs up front, but will be reimbursed!
- Research location pre trip
Thank you